Nipple-sparing and skin-sparing mastectomy: Review of aims, oncological safety and contraindications
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ABSTRACT

Skin-sparing (SSM) and nipple-sparing (NSM) mastectomies are relatively new conservative surgical approaches to breast cancer. In SSM most of the breast skin is conserved to create a pocket that facilitates immediate breast reconstruction with implant or autologous graft to achieve a quality cosmetic outcome. NSM is closely similar except that the nipple-areola complex (NAC) is also conserved. Meta-analyses indicate that outcomes for SSM and NSM do not differ from those for non-conservative mastectomies. Recurrence rates in the NAC after NSM are acceptably low (0–3.7%). Other studies indicate that NSM is associated with high patient satisfaction and good psychological adjustment.

Indications are carcinoma or DCIS that require mastectomy (including after neoadjuvant chemotherapy). NSM is also suitable for women undergoing risk-reducing bilateral mastectomy.

Tumor not less than 2 cm from the NAC is recommended, but may be less important than no evidence of nipple involvement on mandatory intraoperative nipple margin assessment. A positive margin is an absolute contraindication for nipple preservation. Other contraindications are microcalcifications close to the subareolar region and a positive nipple discharge.

Complication rates are similar to those for other types of post-mastectomy reconstructions. The main complication of NSM is NAC necrosis, however as surgeon experience matures, frequency declines.

Factors associated with complications are voluminous breast, ptosis, smoking, obesity, and radiotherapy.

Since the access incision is small, breast tissue may be left behind, so only experienced breast surgeons should do these operations in close collaboration with the plastic surgeon. For breast cancer patients requiring mastectomy, NSM should be the option of choice.

1. Introduction

Skin-sparing mastectomy (SSM) and nipple-sparing mastectomy (NSM), often called conservative mastectomies, are developments of a paradigm shift in breast cancer, encapsulated by Umberto Veronesi’s maxim “from maximum tolerable treatment to minimum effective treatment” [1]. The shift was ushered in by the development of breast-conserving surgery (quadrantectomy or lumpectomy). This was followed by sentinel node biopsy which allowed no axillary surgery if the sentinel node was negative [2]. Subsequently, no axillary surgery was shown to be adequate in selected cases with positive sentinel nodes [3]. Conservative mastectomies are also a direct result of the development of oncoplastic surgery which combines tumor removal and preparation of skin flaps (performed by a breast surgeon) with usually immediate breast reconstruction and remodeling (performed by a plastic surgeon) to provide superior aesthetic outcomes, without compromising local disease control. Immediate reconstruction spares women the ordeal of repeat surgery to restore body image [4].

In skin-sparing mastectomy (SSM) the surgeon removes the gland but leaves most of the breast skin to create a pocket that is filled with a breast implant or the patient’s own tissue. Nipple-sparing mastectomy (NSM) is closely similar to SSM, but is the real conservative innovation in that the nipple-areola complex is preserved as well as the skin. Both techniques are associated with superior aesthetic outcomes and increased patient satisfaction.
compared to non-conservative mastectomy [5]. One may wonder why the surgeon should go to the trouble of saving the nipple-areolar complex if it can be easily reconstructed in a later operation under local anesthesia. The reasons are that patients generally report low satisfaction with a reconstructed nipple [6] and psychosocial wellbeing and sexual wellbeing are lower in SSM compared to NSM [7].

In our own study [8] NSM was significantly better than SSM for body image, satisfaction with nipple appearance, satisfaction with nipple sensitivity, and feeling of mutilation. It is also worth noting that reconstructed nipples flatten in most patients after a relatively short time [6]. Nevertheless not all studies agree that NS is better than SSM. van Verschueret et al. [9] assessed patient satisfaction, body image, and satisfaction with the (reconstructed) NAC in 25 SSM women (50 SSMs) and 20 NSM women (39 NSMs). After a median follow-up was 65 months in the SSM group and 27 months in the NSM group (P < 0.01), satisfaction with breasts was greater and overall outcome was considered better in the SSM group, while body image and NAC-specific satisfaction did not differ between the two groups. It was initially thought that sparing the NAC would often preserve sensitivity. For example, a 2016 review by Sisco et al. [10] reported that sensory outcomes in NSM varied, with normal sensation self-reported in the range 10–43%. However, it has now become clear that nipple sensation is largely or completely lost in most cases. Thus, a Swedish prospective study which quantitatively examined tactile, thermal and nociceptive cutaneous sensitivity before and after NSM found total loss of touch sensation in the nipple in 62% of patients, while touch sensation was impaired in the remaining 38% [11].

2. Oncological safety

No randomized trials have been performed to compare oncological outcomes in conservative mastectomies with those in non-conservative mastectomies. As a result the US National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) was, until recently, very cautious about NSM in particular. However the 2016 NCCN guidelines suggest that NSM is oncologically safe provided the following indications are respected: early stage, biologically favorable, invasive breast cancer or DCIS at least 2 cm from the nipple; imaging findings indicating no nipple involvement; nipple margin assessed and found to be clear; no nipple discharge and no Paget’s disease [12].

These recommendations are supported by accumulated experience with conservative mastectomies. For example a 2010 meta-analysis of 9 studies and 3739 patients, found that rates of local recurrence in SSM did not differ significantly from those non-SSSM, while the SSM group had a lower proportion of distant relapses compared to the non-SSM group [13]. A 2015 meta-analysis of 20 studies involving 5594 carefully selected women with early stage breast cancer, investigated overall survival, disease-free survival and local recurrence in those receiving SSM compared to those receiving conventional mastectomy without reconstruction. The study did not detect any differences in oncologic outcomes between the two groups. From these data we can conclude that, if the indications are respected, NSM is oncologically safe. It is possible that indications for conservative mastectomy will expand in the future. For example, at least one group is performing NSM when the tumor is less than 2 cm from NAC [14]. The same group and others [15] are also performing NSM in selected patients after neoadjuvant chemotherapy. Although follow-up is short, and complications may be more frequent, the overall results are promising.

3. NSM for risk reduction

NSM appears as an attractive option as a risk-reducing procedure for patients at high risk of developing breast cancer. A number of studies have provided evidence. The 2015 study by Yao et al. [16] assessed incidental cancers, complications, and locoregional recurrences in 201 BRCA1/2 mutation carriers who underwent NSM for risk reduction and/or cancer treatment. Most patients received bilateral mastectomies. After a median follow-up of 32.6 months, there were no NAC events. The study also reviewed the literature on NSMs for BRCA patients and found that NSM was associated with low rates of complications and locoregional recurrence, similar to those found in non-BRCA carriers. However, they acknowledged that longer follow-up was needed. The 2015 study of manning et al. [17] retrospectively assessed 728 NSMs in performed 413 patients between 2000 and 2013: 269 for breast cancer, 459 for risk reduction, and 177 (24.3%) in patients known to have a BRCA1/2 mutation, or a genetic variant of uncertain significance. No breast cancers were diagnosed over a median follow-up of 2.15 years (IQR 0.11−8.14). The authors concluded that NSM was an acceptable choice for patients with BRCA mutations, since no evidence of compromise to oncological safety in the short-term was uncovered. Complication rates were acceptable, and subsequent excision of the nipple-areola complex was rarely required.

4. Complications

Complications of conservative mastectomies with immediate reconstruction include wound dehiscence, infection, implant loss, asymmetry, and capsular contracture, as in non-conservative mastectomies [18,19].

Flap necrosis and NAC necrosis (in NSM) are also relatively common. Headon et al. [20] conducted a pooled analysis of 12,358 NSMs to assess complications (and oncological safety). The overall complication rate was 22.3% and the nipple necrosis rate was 5.9%. Importantly they found that the rates of complications, including nipple necrosis, decreased over time which was attributed to improving surgeon expertise. Factors predisposing to nipple necrosis were found to be large breast volume; ptotic breast, smoking, prior radiotherapy, and peri-areolar incision. A study from the European Institute of Oncology [21] found that comorbidities, smoking, type of incision, flap thickness, and type of reconstruction all influenced the NAC necrosis rate in NSM.

5. Surgical technique

The first thing to say about the surgical technique for conservative mastectomy with immediate reconstruction is that close collaboration between breast surgeon and plastic surgeon is essential. The breast surgeon's crucial roles are ensure that all glandular tissue is removed and that the skin flaps are prepared meticulously so as to reduce to a minimum the risk removing too much subcutaneous fat as to compromise blood supply and increase risk of flap necrosis. In fact flap thickness can vary greatly depending mainly on patient adiposity; however – and irrespective of the dissection instrument used – it is essential that Cooper's ligaments are identified within the fascia superficialis, between the gland and the subcutaneous adipose, and the dissection is always confined within this generally avascular plane (bleeding indicates the plane is being missed). Another important step is the dissection of the retro-areolar tissue. This must be radical. A sample of retro-areolar tissue must be sent for intraoperative frozen section. If this tissue is tumor-positive the entire NAC has to be removed and the NSM become an SSM.

Various types of incision are used to remove the gland and prepare the flaps, depending on tumor location and breast type. Originally NSM was not performed on large ptotic breasts. However a Wise pattern mastectomy allows breast reduction and affords
good aesthetic outcomes. The mastectomy specimen is usually removed through an inferior periareolar incision.

The large pocket to receive the tissue expander, implant, or autologous graft is prepared after breast gland removal. To do this, the lower insertions of the pectoralis major is detached and then attached to the lower flap. Subsequently, the prosthesis is emplaced and the skin is closed.

6. Conclusions

Based on the data reviewed here we can affirm that NSM is oncologically safe provided patients are carefully selected. NSM can also be proposed as a risk-reducing procedure in women with a BRCA mutation or strong family history of breast cancer. Conservative mastectomy with immediate reconstruction not only preserves breast appearance, but also provides an opportunity for breast remodeling that may enhance the woman’s appearance. If performed by experienced surgeons complication rates are acceptable. It is expected that the proportion of women receiving NSM will grow in the future, particularly as the number of women recognized to have BRCA or similar mutations increases. We emphasize however that women who are adequately treated by breast-conserving surgery should not be proposed for conservative mastectomy.
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